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Figure 1. Effects of respiratory motion. (a) Sagittal, short TR/TE image of the thorax and

abdomen. Anteroposterior motion of the anterior body wall causes subtle arclike artifacts

that are superimposed on the abdominal contents. Much more important is the unsharpness

caused by the craniocaudal respiratory motion of the diaphragm and abdominal organs. This

is apparent as blurring of the dome of the diaphragm (arrow) and a doubled appearance at

the inferior margin of the liver. These effects are due to temporal modulation of the modu-

lus of the transverse magnetization as tissues move from voxel to voxel. (b) Coronal T2-

weighted image of a different patient. Respiratory craniocaudal motion of the liver and

spleen causes displaced ghost images of these organs, which are apparent on both sides of

the abdomen (arrows). These effects are due to temporal modulation of the phase of the

transverse magnetization of volume elements.
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging

An adaptive technique for measur-
ing and correcting the effects of pa-
tient motion during magnetic reso-
nance image acquisition was devel-
oped and tested. A set of algorithms
that can reverse the effects of object
displacements and phase shifts was
used. These algorithms essentially
transfer the frame of reference of
the image reconstruction from the
static frame of the imager couch to
the moving “visceral frame.” An ac-
curate record of tissue motion dur-
ing image acquisition is required.
To achieve this, the authors used
specially encoded “navigator” ech-
oes that are interleaved with the im-
aging sequence. Postprocessing of
the navigator echo data provides a
highly detailed record of the dis-
placements and phase shifts that oc-
cur during imaging. Phantom stud-
ies demonstrated that the technique
can directly correct image degrada-
tion caused by motion. In contrast
to conventional artifact reduction
techniques, such as ordered phase
encoding and gradient moment
nulling, this new method has a
unique capacity to reduce motion
unsharpness. Preliminary in vivo

studies have demonstrated that the
technique can markedly improve
images degraded by voluntary mo-
tion and shows promise for address-
ing the problem of respiratory mo-
tion in thoracoabdominal imaging.

Index terms: Magnetic resonance (MR), artifact.

Magnetic resonance (MR), image processing.

Magnetic resonance (MR), physics #{149}Magnetic
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P HYSIOLOGY dictates that many

structures of clinical interest in

magnetic resonance (MR) imaging

are in a natural state of motion. This

factor has assumed increasing impom-

tance in the past several years, as

technical developments have im-

proved the signal-to-noise ratio of

MR imaging systems to such a point

that physiologic motion is the most

important remaining limitation in
many examinations.

Motion has complex effects on the

spin-warp (two-dimensional Fourier

transform) MR imaging process,

causing artifacts, intensity loss, and

unsharpness (1-5) (Fig 1). These pro-

cesses decrease the clarity with

which lesions and anatomic details

can be depicted. The components of

patient motion include so-called

physiologic motion (vascular, cardi-

ac, gastrointestinal, and respiratory)

and gross movements that may be

voluntary or involuntary.

Methods for fast acquisition of MR

images (gradient-recalled and echo-

planar techniques) hold great prom-

ise for reducing the effects of motion

(6-10). Nevertheless, these tech-

niques have limitations such as re-

duced signal-to-noise ratio, vulnera-

bility to certain artifacts, and un-
proved contrast characteristics. To

our knowledge, the extent to which

these techniques can replace spin-
echo imaging in clinical practice has

not yet been established.

A variety of other techniques for

reducing motion degradation in MR

images have been introduced in the

past several years, including physio-

logic gating, ordered phase encod-

ing, gradient moment nulling, and

presaturation (11-17). Each technique

has specific capabilities and limita-

Abbreviations: NAV = navigator, TE echo
time, TR = repetition time.
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Figures 2-4. (2) NAV sequence. G,, = x-axis gradient, G� = y-a.xis gradient, G, = z-a.xis gradient, RF = radio frequency. (3) Method of pro-
cessing NAV echoes. (4) Overview of data processing strategy.
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tions. Electrocardiographic gating

has been successful for cardiac and

spinal imaging. While respiratory

gating has been shown to decrease

artifacts and unsharpness in thoma-

coabdominal MR images, it has not

been widely adopted because of its

time penalty. Ordered phase encod-

ing (respiratory compensation), gra-

dient moment nulling (flow compen-

sation), and presatumation can be

used separately on in combination to

reduce a variety of motion artifacts,

but these techniques share an impor-

tant limitation: They have little ca-

pacity to reduce motion unsharpness.

In addition, none of the aforemen-

tioned techniques can address the

problem of voluntary or involuntary

gross patient movement during im-

age acquisition.

During MR image acquisition, mo-

tion causes changes in the position of

structures in the field of view from

one phase-encoding measurement to

another. We call these view-to-view

changes. Similarly, during the pro-

cess of measuring a single phase-en-

coding view, moving tissue and

flowing blood can cause variable

phase shifts. We call these intraview

effects. While the temporal pattern of

these effects is unique to each data

acquisition, the physical continuity

of tissue ensures that many of the im-

pontant motions are global in nature

and similarly affect many volume el-

ements within a given field of view.

This is in contrast to the charactenis-

tics of fluid motion, in which shear

has a substantial influence. With non-
mal tidal breathing, for instance, the

liver, kidneys, and spleen collective-

ly move craniocaudally a distance of

approximately 2 cm (18).

These considerations have led us to

investigate the possibility of using

mathematical techniques to adaptive-

ly correct raw image data for global

view-to-view motion and for bulk
phase shifts caused by variable intra-

view tissue motion. These mathemat-

ical operations effectively lock the
frame of reference of the reconstruc-

tion onto the moving “visceral fra-
me” rather than the static frame of

the imagem couch. The technique me-

quires detailed information about the

motion of the objects of interest dun-

ing image data acquisition. We postu-

late that such information can be cx-

tracted from special “navigator” ech-

oes that are interleaved with the

normal echoes used for imaging.

The purpose of this study was to

investigate the feasibility and poten-

tial of these adaptive correction tech-

niques.

METHODS

The separate tasks of correction and
measurement are described individually
in this section, and assumptions and limi-

tations are addressed in the Discussion

section.

Algorithms for Correction of
Object Displacements and
Motion-induced Phase Shifts

Appendix A provides a short intuitive
derivation of a set of mathematical opera-

tions that can correct MR imaging data

for view-to-view displacements of an ob-

ject in the x, y, and z directions (x and y

only with two-dimensional Fourier trans-

form imaging) and also for phase shifts

due to intraview motion in any direction.
The algorithm shifts the apparent distri-
bution of spins in each successive spin

echo to compensate for view-to-view dis-

placements and applies a phase rotation
that is opposite to the observed phase
perturbation due to intraview motion. All

of these corrections can be implemented
by appropriate phase rotation of the

quadrature signal intensity measure-
ments in the maw data set. The following

equation represents the unique corrective
phase shift &/�(j,k) that would be applied

to the jth sample of an echo comprising

the kth phase-encoding view of a two-di-

mensional Fourier transform maw data set:

��(j,k) = � + � + �p ‘ (1)

where � &t,�, and � are defined in
Appendix A and depend on motion along

the x and y directions. In general, each of

these terms depends on the sample num-

ber (j) and view number (k).

Methods for Measuring and
Recording Object Displacements
and Phase Shifts

The adaptive corrections described in
the previous section require detailed in-

formation about the position of an im-
aged object and its phase shift due to in-
traview motion at the time of each echo.
A variety of approaches might be possi-
ble, but we have evaluated the use of spe-

cially encoded echoes that can be inter-

leaved into the imaging sequence. These

echoes are designed to permit accurate
tracking of the position and phase of an
object of interest within the field of view
and will henceforth be referred to as
navigator (NAV) echoes. Other investiga-
tons have proposed the use of a similar in-
terleaved echo, but only for gating pum-
poses and not as part of an adaptive com-
rection system (19).

Measurement of view-to-view displace-
ment.-Figure 2 illustrates a prototype
NAV echo sequence designed to provide
x-axis displacement information. The
NAY echo is similar to an image echo, cx-

cept that no phase encoding is applied.
This implies that the NAY echo data will

vary from view to view only if motion
along the x axis is present. The order of

the echoes could be reversed if desired. In

that case, phase encoding would be ap-

plied before the first (image) echo and
then would be “unwound” by an addi-
tional y-axis gradient before the NAY

echo.
Figure 3 illustrates an approach for the

processing of successive NAY echoes in

such a way that the x-a.xis (X-NAY) dis-

placements of a moving object can be de-
termined with respect to a reference
view. The X-NAY echoes are Fourier
transformed into projections in hybrid
space, and modulus values are calculated.
A single NAY projection is arbitrarily
chosen as a reference, and cross-cormela-

tion functions are calculated with respect

to each of the other NAY projections. The

abscissa corresponding to the maximum

value in each cross-correlation function is
then a measure of the x displacement (in

pixels) of the object, with respect to the

reference NAY view. This assumes that
the motion is not so rapid that a signifi-

cant displacement would occur in the

short time (10-20 msec) between the

NAY and the image echoes. It may be de-

simable to use the first echo for imaging
and the second for NAY information in
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Figure 5. Adaptive correction of view-to-view displacement. (a) Image shows the appear-
ance of the phantom in a motionless state. (b) Uncorrected image obtained with the X-NAY
sequence when the phantom was manually moved from side to side (x direction) during ac-
quisition at low velocities of less than approximately 1 cm/sec. Note the total loss of internal
detail due to motion unsharpness and the presence of motion artifacts. (c) Image shows a
portion of the X-NAY data obtained during the same acquisition. These echoes have been

Fourier transformed, and their modulus is displayed in order of acquisition from top to bot-
tom. Each horizontal raster line illustrates the transverse position of the phantom at the time
the NAY echo was collected. (d) The X-NAY data were processed to determine the displace-

ment of the phantom from a reference position at each time in the acquisition. With these
data, the adaptive algorithm was applied to the same raw data used to make the image in b.

The corrected maw data were reconstructed to yield the image in d. The correction technique
has achieved the desired objective of correcting both artifacts and unsharpness.
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sequences with short repetition times

(TRs) and echo times (TEa). Other varia-
tions could use gradient echoes for NAY
purposes rather than spin echoes to mini-

mize cycle time or to avoid sacrificing an
imaging echo.

Displacement along the y axis could be
similarly obtained by applying the read-

out gradient of the NAY echo along the y
axis (Y-NAY) rather than along x. A com-
bined XY-NAY sequence could incorpo-
rate an X-NAY echo before the image
echo and a Y-NAY echo after it. The idea
could be extended to three dimensions by
adding a NAY echo along the z axis as
well. It is also possible to derive both x

and y displacement information from a
single NAY echo sequence if a small
amount of constant phase encoding is ap-
plied to an X-NAY echo. In this case, dis-
placements in the x direction are deter-
mined by cross correlation in hybrid
space as already described. Displacements
in the y direction are detected as phase
shifts that are proportional to the magni-

tude of y displacement and the total
phase twist applied across the field of
view by the constant y gradient.

Measurement of phase shifts due to intra-

view motion-Consider the X-NAY Se-
quence illustrated in Figure 2. If intma-

view motion (along any axis) causes a
bulk phase shift, it will be detectable in

the hybrid NAY data in the segment in
which the modulus of the object is con-
centrated. The phase shift due to intra-
view motion can be determined for each
NAY echo by calculating the phase angle

of complex (I,Q) data points at appropri-
ate locations in each NAY projection in
hybrid space and then subtracting come-

sponding phase angles from a NAY pro-
jection obtained when the object is static.

With a few caveats, the motion-induced

phase shifts observed in each NAY echo
are proportional to the phase shifts
present in the corresponding image ech-

oes. Among other things, this assumes that
the velocity of the object does not change

significantly in the time between the NAY

echo and the image echo. If the propor-

tionality constant can be determined with

calculation or calibration, then the image
echo data can be adaptively corrected for
intraview motion with the algorithm out-
lined in the previous section.

Phantom Studies

The NAY echo sequence illustrated in

Figure 2 was implemented on a 1.5-T
imager (GE Medical Systems, Milwau-

kee). A variety of phantom studies were
performed in the course of developing
the adaptive correction technique. Perti-
nent examples will be described in this
section.

A plastic bladder was filled with ultra-
sound gel to serve as a motion phantom.

The irregular margins of the phantom
and suspended air bubbles provided de-
tail for assessing the effectiveness of the
motion correction techniques. In the mi-
tial feasibility studies, the phantom was
imaged transversely while it was recipmo-
cating at varying rates and amplitudes in
the frequency-encoding direction during
acquisition. The field of view was 24 cm
and the section thickness was 0.5 cm. All
imaging was performed with 256 phase-
encoding views and two signal acquisi-
tions. The TR and TE values varied, de-

pending on the purpose of the experi-
ment. The general scheme of data
processing is illustrated in Figure 4. In all
studies, the second view in the data set

was arbitrarily selected as the reference
frame.

A phantom with a circular cross section
was filled with mineral oil and used to
test the hypothesis that a single NAY
echo could be used to monitor both the x
and y displacements of an object, as de-
scribed in Appendix A. The NAY se-
quence was modified to include an extra
gradient just before the NAY echo, which

imparted a fixed phase rotation across the
field of view in the y direction (6v radi-

ans in these studies). Imaging was per-

formed with a 24-cm field of view, 5-mm
section thickness, 256 views, two signal
averages, a TR of 400 msec, a NAY TE of
20 msec, and an image TE of 40 msec. Ar-

bitmary motion in the xy plane was man-
ually imparted during image acquisition.

The processing of the NAY data was simi-
lar to that shown in Figure 4, except the

observed phase shifts were converted to y
displacement data (Appendix A).

In Vivo Studies

Preliminary in vivo studies were per-

formed with the pulse sequence illustrat-
ed in Figure 2. All studies were per-
formed with 256 views and two signal av-
erages. Fields of view, section thickness,
TR, and TE were selected according to the
purpose of each study.

In the first in vivo experiments, we
evaluated the capacity of the technique to
correct spontaneous voluntary motion of
an extremity during image acquisition. In
the example to be illustrated, the volun-
teem was asked to spontaneously shift one
leg from side to side by approximately 2
cm during acquisition, while the other

extremity was fixed in place.
The NAY echo sequence was used to

image the abdomen of volunteers to as-
sess the usefulness of this approach for

measuring respiratory movements. To

provide a preliminary assessment of the
potential of the adaptive correction alga-
nithm for abdominal imaging, we applied
a correction for displacement to one of
the studies.
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Figure 6. Combined displacement and phase shift correction. (a) Uncorrected image in which the phantom was shifted much more vigor-

ously during acquisition. (b) Image shows the modulus of the transformed X-NAY echoes obtained during a portion of the acquisition. Note

that although the rate of motion was generally high, there was a brief pause in the motion (arrow). (c) Image shows the phase of the same
group of X-NAV projections. During the pause when the phantom was static (arrow), the phase of successive X-NAV projections was identi-

cal at corresponding x-axis locations from line to line. During vigorous motion, however, the phase along a vertical column of points varies

from projection to projection. This is due to the effects of intraview motion. (d) The displacement and phase shift data extracted from the

NAV echoes were used to correct the raw image data. These data were reconstructed to yield the image in d, which is substantially improved

in comparison with the original in a. The residual artifact in d is largely due to aliasing of the phase shifts in the NAY data, a problem that

can be corrected by adjusting the TE of the NAY echo.

b. c.

Figure 7. Two-dimensional displacement monitoring and correction. A cylindrical phantom filled with mineral oil was shifted slowly in

the xy plane during image acquisition. The NAY echo sequence was modified to provide two-dimensional localization information from the

single NAV echo. (a) Uncorrected image shows that the circular cross section of the phantom is completely lost due to motion. The NAY

echo data were processed to extract the x and y coordinates of the object during image acquisition. The calculated trajectory of the object in

the xy plane is shown schematically in b. The numbers along the course of the trajectory refer to the order of acquisition of NAY echoes,
from 1 to 512. These data were used to correct for x and y displacements in the raw image data. (c) Reconstructed corrected image depicts the
phantom much more clearly.

RESULTS

Phantom Studies

The phantom studies provide

strong support for the adaptive cor-

rection concept. The experiment

shown in Figure 5 was designed to

test the capacity of the adaptive con-

rection method to correct data sets in

which the motion effects are primani-

ly due to view-to-view displace-

ments. Accordingly, the phantom

was shifted relatively slowly, so that

phase shifts due to intraview motion

would be minimized. The TR was 400

msec, the NAV TE was 30 msec, and

the image TE was 70 msec in this
case. The modulus NAV data provid-

ed a clear record of the transverse po-

sition of the phantom during imag-
ing. The corrected image in Figure 5d

is almost indistinguishable from the
static image in Figure 5a.

Figure 6 illustrates an experiment

in which the phantom was moved

more rapidly (up to approximately 5

cm/sec), thereby increasing the in-

fluence of intraview motion on the

spin-echo data. The influence of in-

traview motion is well shown in the

phase map of the NAV echoes (Fig

6c). When corrections for either

view-to-view or intraview motion

were applied individually to the MR

data set, little benefit was achieved.

Figure 6d demonstrates the effective-

ness of the technique when both
methods are combined.

Further phantom studies have ver-

ified the algorithms for correction of

motion in the phase-encoding direc-

tion. Figure 7 illustrates a two-di-

mensional correction for both x and y

displacements during imaging, with

x and y displacement data derived
from a single NAV echo (Appendix

A). Phase shifts due to intraview mo-

tion lead to error in the estimation of

y position during imaging, factors

causing residual artifacts in the con-

rected image. However, the corrected

image is clearly improved, compared

with the uncorrected image.

In Vivo Studies

Figure 8 shows an example of one

of the studies of the extremities. The

NAV echo display clearly demon-
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strates the lateral movements during

imaging. In processing the NAV

data, it was necessary to exclude the

segment of each NAV projection

spanning the static leg, since this

would otherwise reduce the accuracy

of the position determination for the

moving leg. The segment for exclu-

sion can be identified by computing

the variance of each column in the

NAV data array. This also provides a

template for selectively applying the

4 Figure 8. In vivo regional correction of voluntary motion. (a) Image shows a transverse sec-
tion of the static legs of a volunteer. (b) A second acquisition shows that the left leg was

moved spontaneously from side to side and the right leg was stationary. Note the artifacts

and unshampness caused by the leg motion (arrow). (c) Image shows the modulus X-NAY
data obtained during the acquisition. The temporal pattern of motion of the left leg and the

constant position of the right leg are clearly shown. (d) Image was obtained by applying a
global adaptive correction to the raw data. X-displacement information for the left leg was

provided by NAY echo data. The image of the left leg has been markedly improved and is
almost equal to the static image. As expected, the image of the right leg is now degraded by

“pseudomotion” imparted by the correction process. (e) Image was obtained by using a me-
gional correction. The effects of the motion of the left leg are eliminated while the right leg

is still depicted clearly.

correction to the image data in hy-

bnid space to yield the regionally con-

nected image in Figure 8e.

The ability of the NAV technique

to track visceral motion is illustrated

in Figure 9.
In Figure 10, a correction for view-

to-view displacements was applied to

I Figure 9. In vivo tracking of diaphragm

motion with NAY echoes. (a) Uncorrected

coronal spin-echo image of the abdomen,
obtained with a TR of 500 msec, shows the
right and left hemidiaphragm, liver, spleen,
and kidneys. The frequency-encoding (x)
axis is oriented longitudinally in this acqui-

sition. (b) Image shows the modulus of
transformed X-NAY echoes. Note the wave-
like pattern at interface between the low in-
tensity of the thorax and the higher intensi-
ty of the abdomen, which reflects the cra-

niocaudal motion of normal, quiet tidal

breathing (excursions of approximately 2.5
cm in this subject). The larger diaphragm
movement (arrow) of approximately 6 cm is

a sighing respiration that periodically ap-
pears in normal, quiet breathing patterns.
(c) Phase display of the transformed X-NAY
echoes shows the cyclical phase shifts

caused by intraview motion and the slightly
larger and more prolonged phase distur-

bance caused by the sighing respiration.
This example provides evidence for the fea-

sibility of measuring respiratory movements

simultaneously with image acquisition.

a coronal image of the abdomen ob-

tamed with the NAV echo sequence.

The most important observation is

that the corrected image depicts

structures that are not evident at all
in the conventional image.

DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate that the

adaptive correction technique is ca-

pable of directly addressing many of

the effects of motion in MR images.
In contrast to other techniques,

which only reduce artifacts, the

method has a unique capability to me-

duce motion unshanpness. There are

few practical penalties associated

with the use of the NAY sequence.

There is no increase in imaging time.

On the basis of the implementation

of the NAY echo, theme may be a

modest reduction in the total number

of sections that can be acquired.

The technique shows particular

promise for correcting gross motion.

Yoluntary motion can be a major im-
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Figure 10. Adaptive correction of respiratory motion. (a) Uncorrected coronal image (TR of 400 msec, TE of 40 msec) of the abdomen of a

volunteer, obtained with 256 views, two signal averages, and a section thickness of 5 mm. Sequence included a NAY echo with a TE of 20

msec. The unsharpness of the diaphragm caused by cmaniocaudal respiratory motion is readily appreciated (arrowheads). Similar unshamp-
ness is apparent at the upper and lower poles of the kidneys and in the poor definition of the fat plane between the liver and the right kid-

ney (arrow). (b) Information from the NAY echo data has been used to correct the data for view-to-view displacements in the craniocaudal

direction. Note that the contour of the diaphragm (white arrowheads) is much sharper in this image than in the uncorrected image. Similar-

ly, the upper and lower poles of the kidneys are more clearly defined, and the fat plane between the liver and right kidney is much sharper

(black arrow). Most important, intrahepatic vascular structures (white arrow) and the right adrenal gland (black arrowhead) are visible in

the corrected image, whereas they were essentially invisible without the adaptive correction technique.

pediment in MR studies of any part

of the body-especially in examina-

tions of uncomfortable, disoriented,

and seriously ill patients. A single

shift of position during a long acqui-

sition can markedly degrade all of
the reconstructed images. Pediatric

examinations can be especially prob-

lematic in this regard, since sedation

or even general anesthesia is often

required. In many cases the proposed

technique should have the capacity

to correct images that have been de-

graded by such motion.

The mode of adaptive correction is

entirely independent of other cur-

mently available techniques. This

method could be combined with oth-

em artifact reduction techniques such

as gradient moment nulling, ordered

phase encoding, or presatumation.

An obvious limitation of the tech-

nique is that it cannot correct for

view-to-view z-axis displacement in

conventional two-dimensional Founi-

em transform transaxial images. Nev-

ertheless, it can correct for phase

shifts due to z-axis intraview motion

in such images, and it should be ap-

plicable to displacement in any dimec-

tion in three-dimensional Fourier

transform acquisitions. Important is-

sues also arise from the inherent as-

sumption that only a single globally

moving object is present within the

field of view. These are addressed in

Appendix B.

The results are sufficiently encour-

aging to warrant further investiga-

tion, and several directions are ap-

parent. If the technique can be per-

fected, it could provide images of

thomacoabdominal structures that are

less affected by the 2-cm cnaniocau-

dal excursion of respiration.

Theme are interesting parallels and

differences between the correction

technique for intraview motion de-

scnibed here and gradient moment

nulling. Both techniques will correct

phase shifts due to bulk motion of

solid tissue, but in contrast to gmadi-

ent moment nulling, the adaptive

method specifically “refocuses” only

the selected tissues. This may permit

the selective enhancement of specific

structures in images on the basis of

their unique motions, while the de-

tail of surrounding tissues is sup-

pressed. The method offers interest-

ing possibilities for quantitatively

measuring or characterizing the

physiologic motions of tissue struc-

tunes with MR imaging.

We speculate that the adaptive con-

rection technique may be suitable for

removing the effects of respiratory

motion unsharpness from MR angio-

grams, especially in the potential ap-
plication of coronary artery imaging.

APPENDIX A

Algorithms for Adaptive
Correction of Effects of Object
Motion

The raw MR imaging data collected in a
spin-warp acquisition can be ordered in

an array with rows corresponding to mdi-
vidual phase-encoded spin echoes. This

array can be regarded as a map of spatial

frequencies, and we will refer to this

plane as “data space.” In a typical recon-

struction scheme, each of the rows in the

data array are Fourier transformed to

yield an intermediate array. Each of the

columns of the intermediate array are

then Fourier transformed to yield a final
complex image array. The intermediate
array has spatial coordinates in the x di-

mection and spatial frequency coordinates

in the y direction, so that this plane is

sometimes called “hybrid space.”

The effects of displacement (view-to-

view motion) and phase shift (intraview
motion) are separated in this discussion,

and, for simplicity, we will focus on the

case of a single moving object within the
field of view.

A typical raw MR imaging data set
might consist of an array of 256 X 256

complex numbers. Each horizontal line of

complex points in the array is a digitized

spin-echo signal. The digitized values are

complex because conventional MR
imagers have detection circuitry that
yields in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) sig-
nal voltages that are sampled to give a

pair of data values at each point in time.
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Figure Al. Displacement in the x direc-

tion.

The successive lines of spin-echo data in
the array are obtained with different

phase-encoding gradient amplitudes,
which are typically stepped through 256
different values during imaging.

View-to-view displacements in the x (fre-
quency-encoding) direction.-Considem a

single small object that moves from posi-

tion (x,y) to position (x - �.x,y) in the

time between acquisition of two spin-
echo signals (Fig Al). If both spin echoes
were acquired with the same phase en-
coding, then the only difference between
them is due to the displacement in the
frequency-encoding direction. The differ-

ence is best appreciated by examining
these data after they have been Fourier
transformed:

S�k(data space) -* �Xk(hybrid space), (Al)

255 +i.�!i�

3xk j� � S�ke 256 � (A2)

where j is an index for 256 samples of a

spin echo. The x axis in hybrid space cor-
responds directly to the x axis in image
space. The effect of an object displace-
ment by -i�.x is to shift the I,Q values in
hybrid space by a distance of -�.x. This
suggests that a particular spin-echo view
can be corrected for a known arbitrary

displacement -�x simply by Fourier
transforming the data, shifting the data
by +�.x, and then inverse Fourier trans-
forming back into data space. Alternative-
ly, the line of hybrid data could simply be

stored in preparation for a column trans-

form to create an image.
The Fourier shift theorem (20) provides

a way to implement this correction direct-
ly in data space. It states that if f(x) has

the Fourier transform F(j), then f(x -
has the Fourier transform ei2T�1F(j). This

constitutes a phase rotation of each corn-
plex point in the sampled spin echo.
When the use of discrete transforms is
considered, the phase rotation in the jth
sample caused by a displacement of �.x
pixels would be

(A3)

where N� is the total number of samples

of the spin-echo signal. The maximum ro-
tation would be meduced by using the

center of the sampled echo as the zero

point and rotating the earlier points neg-

atively:

I /N-1\1i
� = 2T�.x L’ � 2 )]� (A4)

If the position of an object moving arbi-
trarily in the x direction is accurately

known relative to some reference posi-
tion, this equation provides a method for
adaptively correcting each digitized spin

echo. When a two-dimensional Fourier
transform reconstruction is performed on

a corrected data set, the final image
should appear as if the object were static

at the reference position.
The phase rotation can be implemented

with the following formulas:

I’ = I cos(i�) - Q sin(�), (A5)

Q’ = I sin(�) + Q cos(�), (A6)

where I and Q are the original values and
1’ and Q’ are the corrected values.

View-to-view displacements in y (phase-en-

coding) direction-Consider a single small
object that moves a distance �y along the

y axis in the time between two spin ech-

oes with identical phase encoding (Fig

A2). The modulus � of complex nurn-
bems in maw data space, hybrid space, or

image space is defined as

M5� = �fj2 + Q2.

� is simply the length of the vector

represented by the complex number (I,Q).
While there is no difference in the modu-

lus of the two spin echoes in hybrid

space, there is a well-defined phase dif-
femence due to the application of phase
encoding. For a given phase-encoding

view k, ranging from 0 to N� - 1, the total

phase twist across the field of view in the

y direction is

I IN_-l\1

�y2�Lk_� Y2 )].

The phase difference caused by a dis-
placement of �y pixels in the y direction

is then

L�q�i� 2ir�y [k _ (Ny- 1)] � (A9)

To correct a spin echo for such a y dis-
placement, it is simply necessary to rotate

each l,Q vector in hybrid space by the me-
verse of this phase angle. By a corollary of
the Fourier addition theorem (20), this
phase rotation can be applied to all of the
points in the digitized spin echo in data

space, with the same result.
View-to-view displacements in the z direc-

tion.-In the case of section-selective two-

dimensional Fourier transform imaging,

it is not possible to adaptively correct raw

data in retrospect for view-to-view dis-

placements in the logical z direction.
Such motions could be corrected if a
three-dimensional Fourier transform im-

aging process were used, because the z-
axis motion would be along either a fme-

quency- or phase-encoding axis. On the
assumption of the latter, the phase rota-

tion for a three-dimensional Fourier

transform acquisition would be

I /N-1\li‘�#{248}z= 2ir& L’ � 2 )] � (AlO)

where i�.z is the pixel displacement along
z, 1 is the z view number, and N, is the to-

tal number of resolvable elements in that

direction. Again, this phase rotation can

be applied in data space or hybrid space.

Bulk phase shifts due to intraview motion in
the x, y, or z directions-Consider a single
uniform object that moves at a given ye-

locity during the time TE of a spin-echo
acquisition. We will compare the spin-

echo signal obtained from this moving
object to the signal that would be derived

from a static object located at the same po-

sition at the time TE. To a first approxima-

tion, the differences in the spin-echo sig-

nals will be purely due to phase shifts of

the transverse magnetization � The

magnitude of the phase shift is depen-
dent on the direction of motion with re-

spect to the x, y, and z axes; the gradients
applied in these directions; and the time
derivatives of the motion (21-26). Regard-

less of the origin of the phase shifts or the

combination of directions and motions

that produced them, the result is a phase

rotation of the spin-echo signals derived

from volume elements within the region

of interest.

(A7) In hybrid space, the difference in I,Q
values at a point with the same x coordi-
nate as the object for the static and mov-

ing cases simply represents a phase shift

�p = �pk (Eq Al 1), where the subscript
k implies that the phase shift would de-

pend on the specific motion at the time of
each spin echo. If such instantaneous
phase shift data could be obtained, then
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the effects of global intraview motion
could be adaptively removed from an im-

age data set simply by applying the ap-
propmiate reverse phase rotation. Note

that this would not remove the effect of
intravoxel phase dispersion (vascular

structures primarily). As with previous

corrections, the corrective phase shifts
can be applied in hybrid space or data
space.

Combined corrections-It is possible to

combine all of these operations so that a
data set can be adaptively corrected to me-
duce artifacts, intensity loss, and un-
sharpness due to view-to-view object dis-
placements and intraview phase shifts.
The combined correction is particularly
simple if it is applied in data space, since

the phase rotations associated with each
correction can be summed together to
yield a single corrective phase shift for

each complex data point:

�, =

where �#{231}6�(j,k,l) = L�4i� + � + L�z+
(Eq 13) for three-dimensional Fourier
transform and t�4�(j,k) L�& + � +
�p (Eq 14) for two-dimensional Fourier
transform.

APPENDIX B

The most important assumption in Ap-
pendix A is that only a single globally
moving object is present within the field
of view. This may be a good representa-
tion of gross body movements due to vol-
untary motion, but it is not satisfactory

for modeling the effects of respiratory
motion in the abdomen.

Implications of the “Mixture
Issue”

Adaptive correction algorithms.-Consid-
er the situation in which static and mo-
bile objects are both present within the
field of view of an MR image acquisition.
If the algorithms outlined in Appendix A
are applied to correct the raw data for the
motion of the mobile object (thereby de-
picting it more clearly), then the static ob-
ject will be portrayed as if it were moving

as shown in Figure 8d. Similarly, in a
conventional coronal MR image of the ab-
domen, the domes of the diaphragm, as
well as the liver, kidneys, and spleen, are
unsharp due to the craniocaudal mecipro-
cation of respiratory motion. The coronal-
ly imaged spine and the lateral abdomi-
nal walls are relatively sharp. If the MR
image data of such an acquisition were
successfully corrected to make the mobile
visceral structures appear to be static and
sharp in the corrected image, then the
spine and abdominal wall would appear
blurred. No information is truly lost since
either image could be reconstructed from
the same maw data.

It is reasonable to simply decide which
structures are of greatest clinical impor-

tance and then to adaptively bring these
into best focus. This raises the possibility

of implementing corrections of varying

magnitude to allow structures with

slightly differing motions to be selective-

ly focused on an interactive basis.

A problem might arise if a static struc-
ture such as the lateral abdominal wall

begins to generate marked artifacts when

an image is adaptively corrected for vis-
ceral motion. Several solutions may be

possible. Since the adaptive method is

completely independent of other artifact

reduction techniques such as ordered

phase encoding (13), it should be possible

to use these in a complementary fashion.

We speculate that ordered phase encod-
ing should be helpful in the situation just

described.

The second possible solution to the

“mixture problem” is to apply the correc-

tion techniques only to selected vertical

strips of the hybrid space data set, there-

by regionally correcting for motion, as

shown in Figure 8d.

(A12) A third possibility is to exploit the Fou-

ncr addition theorem. A correction could

be implemented to improve the depiction
of one region in an MR image. This por-
tion of the image could then be removed

and saved. A different correction could

then be applied to the same raw data and

the appropriate segment of the image

again removed and saved. This process

would be repeated several times until a

satisfactory complete image is obtained.

At any time when a portion of the image
is removed, the remainder could be con-

verted back into its original state by in-
verse transformation and reversal of the
correction.

Measurement of motion with NAV ech-

oes.-The task of measuring displace-
ments and phase shifts becomes more

challenging when combinations of mo-
bile and static structures are present in

the field of view. A variety of modifica-

tions of the approach for measuring dis-

placement with NAY echoes are feasible.

In a case in which the field of view con-

tains discrete static and mobile objects,

the cross correlation operations could be
performed (in hybrid space) on only a
segment of each NAY echo frame. This
segment would be limited to the region
of the moving object and would exclude

discrete static objects. In cases in which
the scene is complex, with few high con-

tmast edges, the ability to track move-

ments with hybrid space data might be

improved by edge enhancement by
means of blurred mask subtraction of the
one-dimensional modulus NAY projec-

tions.

Preliminary studies of the problem of

measuring phase shifts in moving struc-
tunes, when static material is also present,

have proved interesting. Figure Bi illus-
trates data from a phantom study that was

similar to the one shown in Figure 5, cx-

cept that a static phantom was also placed
into the imaged section, parallel to the

mobile phantom and the x axis. The mo-
bile phantom was manually reciprocated
in the x direction at varying velocities of

up to about 5 cm/sec during acquisition,

and data were collected with a sequence

Figure Bi. Phase shifts due to intraview
motion (q = quadrature component of the
spin echo, r = meal component of the spin
echo).

containing two X-NAY echoes at TEs of
30 and 72 msec.

The data points plotted in Figure Bi are
complex I,Q values from a single column
in the Fourier-transformed (hybrid space)
X-NAY data array. Note that the pattern
consists of two rings of points, with the

larger ring corresponding to the first
echo. If no motion were present, all of the
points constituting the ring would be cx-
pected to cluster at one location in the
plane. Instead, intraview phase shifts
have caused the I,Q vectors to be rotated,

depending on the velocity at the time of

each echo. The centers of the circles are
displaced from the origin because each
I,Q vector is composed of a static vector A,
which is due to stationary spins, and a
vector B, which reflects the quantity and
phase of moving spins.

In the context of the adaptive correc-
tion technique, the phase shift that must
be determined in each of the NAY projec-
tions (represented by the individual I,Q
points) is the angle of vector B with me-
spect to the coordinate system, rather
than the angle of A + B. This could be ob-
tamed by finding the center of curvature

of the circle or arc of points in a given hy-
bnid space column by a curve-fitting tech-
nique, and then subtracting the coordi-
nates of this point from each pair of I,Q
values and computing the phase of the me-
sultant vectors. U
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